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Title: Bioethics education for informed citizens across cultures

"Developing Teaching Materials on Bioethics" Project funded by Sasakawa Peace Foundation from April 2003 - March 2005

Country Coordinator Roles (3 July, 2003)
This is a summary of the roles of country coordinators in this project. Any suggestions, problems, etc. should be directed to the project coordinators below.  Please also read the file "RolesinSPF.rtf" which will help you place your role in perspective.

The roles of country coordinators are:
	Contacting teachers and schools in your countries, and liaising with them. 

Inform us of local expectations like thank you money, and how much. After our approval we will probably ask you to pay such money. In some countries it is expected and in others it is not.
Distribute copies of the collaboration pack sent from central coordinators to teachers.

	Work out practical details, like whether we should send the materials copied in Japan in bulk or will you do it there? (How much are colour copies and printing for A4 and A3 in your local area?)


	Reporting back to central coordinators the following:

1st step; before class trial, activity plans, contact details of teachers and schools. Do they want to join the listserve.

2nd step; request concrete number of copies of chapters. Estimate number of teachers and students.

3rd step; after class trial, translation of teacher comments into English; copies of all relevant materials and extra explanation to understand this.

4th step; request changes to draft chapters.

5th step; request concrete number of copies for students for revised materials, and in April 2004 of books. We need to know how many copies of the advanced level English chapters and the short versions of chapters (suitable for students in regular classes in Japan for example).

	Class observation – either directly or finding a suitable observer. If possible an observer makes notes during the actual class so the teacher can concentrate on teaching. Guides for observers are being circulated also later, as evaluation sheets.


	Optional Teacher Training

The schools or teachers may suggest teacher training. You may need to provide extra materials in local language. 

Your contact point is to the coordinators. You are also expected to join the Bioethicseducation listserve. Generally the coordinators would like to edit the country and school reports first before distributing on the listserve. We will not put the reports on-line, but they will be available upon request to those involved in the project.




Overall project coordinators
-Darryl R.J. Macer, Ph.D., Director, Eubios Ethics Institute, P.O. Box 125 Tsukuba Science City, 305-8691, Japan
Work Tel: +81-29-853-4662 Fax +81-29-853-6614	Email: Macer@biol.tsukuba.ac.jp

- Fumi Maekawa, M.Sc., Researcher, Eubios Ethics Institute, P.O. Box 125 Tsukuba Science City, 305-8691, Japan
Work Tel: +81-29-853-7265 Fax +81-29-853-6614	Email: minpu76@yahoo.co.jp

Internet site <http://www.biol.tsukuba.ac.jp/~macer/betext.htm>
English listserve <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Bioethicseducation/>
Japanese listserve <http://www.egroups.co.jp/group/JapanBioethicsEducation/> 

For reference the coordinators (as of 2 August, 2003) include:
Australia (Irina Pollard)
China (Baoqi Su)
India (Jayapaul Azariah)
Japan (Fumi Maekawa)
New Zealand (Lindsey Conner)
the Philippines (Mary Ann Chen Ng, Ester Abito)
South Korea (Jeong Ro Yoon)
Taiwan (Dena Hsin, Beryl Lee)


